
Class 3 – Terms 3 and 4 

Programme of work 

Subject 2022 
English Reading  

Reading continues to be our main focus with the expectation that all children read every 
day to an adult. This will help support important comprehension skills as well as build of 
vocabulary and understanding of spellings. When you listen to your child read, please 
ensure you are asking the VIPERS questions from your child’s bookmark.  
Spellings 
Children can continue to expect to have a spelling test every Friday. This test will be a 
mixture of spellings from the previous week, words from the year 3 and 4 statutory 
spelling list and previously taught spellings. New spellings will continue to be sent out on 
Friday also.  
Handwriting 
We will still be working towards improving our handwriting this term, ensuring correct 
letter formation and joining our letters.  
Writing  
We will continue to look at a range of different books and writing styles this term and 
some of this will be closely linked into our history topic. Children will be exploring a 
biography as well as writing an instructional text.   

Maths The children have now finished their learning on place value and will move on to addition 
and subtraction. Children will start by pattern spotting when adding ones and multiples of 
10. They will then start to add/subtract numbers with no exchange before moving onto 
exploring exchange by using concrete and pictorial representations to support their 
understanding. We will be looking at adding 3-digit numbers as well as adding/subtracting 
4-digit numbers. We will consider the most efficient strategies for this. We will also be 
looking at how to estimate answers.  
Fluent in 5 
Children will be continuing to embed skills already taught and practise arithmetic skills in 
daily fluent in 5 lessons.  
Times Tables 
We will continue learning and practising our times tables on a daily basis. Please ensure 
you child is still accessing Times Tables Rock Stars as this is a resource that can benefit 
your child’s recall and support understanding. 
 

Science  Our topic this term is animals, including humans. Children will be learning about the right 
types and amount of nutrition humans and animals need as well as how skeletons and 
muscles give us support, protection and movement. This will also be closely linked in with 
our history topic where possible.  

Religious Education  This term for R.E., we will be exploring what a significant life event is and how different 
religions mark them. We will focus on the different ways religions celebrate marriage and 
compare these ceremonies with a humanist’s view.  

History In term 3, the children will be learning about the early civilisation of Ancient Egypt. This 
learning will include what life was like in Ancient Egypt and what the Nile did for people, 
burial traditions and the religious views of the Egyptians!  

Geography  Children will begin their geography topic-based work in term 4. 

Art/D.T. Our art for this term will be closely linked into our history topic. We will be re-creating 
papyrus paper and making an Ancient Egyptian style painting.  

P.E. Class 3 will be swimming in term 3. Mr Jones and Mrs Hurdiss will be accompanying the 
class to and from the swimming pool. In term 4, children will be learning netball as well as 
taking part in some invasion games.  

Music This term, we will continue our learning of the glockenspiel.  

P.S.H.E. Term 3: Keeping myself safe  



Children will be learning about how to identify if a situation is safe or unsafe and will be 
learning about how to manage a risky situation and weighing up the risks involved with 
our actions. We will also be lightly touching upon the risks of taking a substance when we 
don’t know what it is.  
Term 4: Making a difference and managing money  

French  The children will continue to learning numbers, days of the week and family members. 
Then they will be moving onto learn the months of the year, colours and countries.  

 

Firstly, myself, Mrs Hurdiss and Miss Russell would like to say a big ‘thank you’ for all of your continued support this 

year. It can be a difficult time at the moment for schools so we really do appreciate all of the extra work you do at 

home with your child/children.   

Homework will continue to consist of reading every day to an adult and practising weekly spellings. The children will 

also receive a weekly maths homework, which will be marked together, in class, on a Friday. Please can all year 4’s 

continue with their Bedrock Vocabulary learning. Year 3’s will also be introduced to this in term 3. Children will also 

need to access Times Table Rock Stars on a weekly basis.  

Please feel free to come and speak to me about any issues or concerns you or your child may have. Please either 

catch me in the mornings before school or at the end of the day.  

Thank you. 

Miss Stewart, Mrs Hurdiss. And Miss Russell.  

 

 

 


